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Smart and hi-tech classes are one of the exceptional approaches of imparting education to
students. This technology undertaking is growing into an imperative for top boarding schools India
and soon it will hit every class and every progressive international boarding school India. In this new
emerging era of technology, Gyan Ganga International School, MP has already started
implementing this digital technology of smart classes in the teaching methodologies. We are now
expanding the dimension of applying technology in the classroom.

Smart classes use the concept of visualizing the audio-video content of curriculum. This concept
enhances the comprehending power of students. Through this concept, students very interestingly
observe and understand the complicated syllabus of their subjects. Smart classes are a modern
mode of education which utilizes 100% studentâ€™s brain and the outcome is quite satisfactory. GGIS,
International Boarding School India follows notion of â€œstudents orientedâ€•. Top boarding schools India
developed a smart curriculum subject-wise for all classes. Course outline have been revised in
advance 3-D animated live modules consequently to boost the attentiveness and interest of
students.

To evaluate the performance of each student, special smart assessment system is being executed
by the school. To update teachers, with the advance technology about the smart Hi-tech classes,
proper training is provided by the expert training agency. Teachers are frequently trained of this
smart mode of imparting education. The teachers first planned the classroom teaching and then
actuate them elegantly through resource centre. Each class is systematized and online connected
with the resource centre. Weekly through these smart resource centres, teachers schedule and
implement the syllabus of their subjects in the class.

It is considered that smart classes really have a positive effect on the academic result of poor
students. Students have revealed encouraging performance in main subjects. Hi-tech classes are
having many additional benefits also for instance, the classes can also be used as a language lab,
audio/visual lab, E-classes, internet equipped classes etc. These classes improve the
communication ability of students. School designs interactive and practical oriented classes and
curriculums.

Gyan Ganga International School, CBSE Schools MP organizes smart classes which enable
teachers to come across their usual class-room defies and students enhance their academic
performance, with regular smart classes. These classes follow simple, practicable, meaningful and
innovative use of technology. These Hi-tech classes provides lecturers with instantaneous access to
appropriate instructor led multimedia content and teaching materials diagramed correctly to the
exclusive curriculum guidelines for use in class. Each classroom is well-furnished with Hi-tech
multimedia computer enabled of cordless keyboard and cordless mouse. Added to this, these
computer devices are fully facilitated with Bluetooth technology so that it can be functioned from
every corner of the classroom.
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Gyan Ganga - About Author:
a Gyan Ganga International School, best residential school India arranges smart classes which
allow comprehensive solutions to teachers and students. Smart classes contribute a top boarding
schools India in improving academic performance of their students.
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